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Deceptive wilderness—What lurks beneath the surface? 

11-year-old Jorin dreams of an exciting life as an agent with undercover missions and surveillance assignments. But instead he is 
only bored in the allotment garden where he has gone into hiding with Agent Smuts. Things suddenly change when a mysterious 
video from the Arctic Circle emerges in which a bear is attacked by invisible beings protecting a boy—and this boy is none other 
than iKID Adam, a human-like robot created by billionaire Borax Dosch, a technophile with a penchant for world domination! 
Together with agents from the Anti-AI-Alliance, Jorin flies to the Arctic Circle to track down Dosch and render him harmless. But 
soon after their arrival in the wilderness, they themselves are chased by ghostly robots.  

Atmospheric agent story with many technical details. Mysterious agents, an old whaling station in the Arctic Circle and a mysteri-
ous computer virus—an unusual agent story with a likeable anti-hero.  

Praise for volume 1 

“One of the best children‘s novels in the adventure / science fiction genre that I have read in years.“– Astrid van Nahl, Alliteratus 

“Agent crime thriller meets science fiction.” – Beate Strobel, SCHOOL magazine 

“Insanely exciting adventure for all detective and technology fans.” – Marsha, mother & little son 

“A gripping adventure and science fiction book with a promising and beautifully designed cover that leads us into the middle of a para-
dise that isn‘t real … Wow! Absolutely worth reading..“ - Maren Bonacker, Gießener Allgemeine 

Project Oblivion— 
Ghosts in the Arctic Circle 
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First title in the series 

PROJECT MIMESIS—THE ISLAND OF ARTIFICIAL CHILDREN 

Topics: Adventure, Artificial Intelligence, Utopian Literature, Science Fiction LOOK INSIDE THE BOOK 
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